
X511® original

Safe and Secure 

The main body components are brass, designed to withstand rough treatment. The strong metal handle in combination 
with stainless steel tubes makes the torch robust and safe to use. 

HigH capacity and eaSy to Handle 

The well designed control knobs make it simple and fast to control the flame and the valves are designed to give smoothest 
possible control. The position of the lever gives ease and comfort of operation. 

Technical informaTion
The X511 Diamond cutting torch is made for nozzle mix nozzles and has capacity for cutting 500 mm (=20 inch).  
All standard three cone nozzles fit. 

Technical daTa

Length  Weight
470 mm  1,18 kg
855 mm  1,50 kg
1155 mm  1,85 kg

Premium nozzles for Gce X511 oriGinal cuTTinG Torch

cooleX® – 3 cone sealed cuTTinG nozzles
COOLEX® is the generic name for GCE,s 3-cone sealed cutting nozzles which are an innovative development based  
on conventional cutting nozzles. The COOLEX® nozzles have a cooling flow duct patented by GCE.

In a conventional cutting nozzle, hot gas penetrates from the heating flame into the cutting duct, causing inappropriate 
heating of the cutting nozzle, often up to 500°. 
The COOLEX® nozzles with a cooling flow duct reduce the temperature of the nozzles and increase the operational function 
and the life time of the nozzle. 
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tHe reSultS:
- Lower temperature 
- Fewer operational interruptions

with Coolex

without Coolex

sPecificaTions of versions
Head angle Inlet connection Inlet connection Length mm
 Fuel Gas Oxygen 
75° G3/8”LH G1/4” 470, 855, 1155
90° G3/8”LH G1/4” 470, 855, 1155
180° G3/8”LH G1/4” 470, 855, 1155
45° G3/8”LH G3/8” 855
75° G3/8”LH G3/8” 470, 855, 1155
90° G3/8”LH G3/8” 470, 855, 1155
180° G3/8”LH G3/8” 470, 855, 1155
75° UNF9/16”LH UNF9/16” 470
90° UNF9/16”LH UNF9/16” 470, 1155
75° M16×1,5LH M16×1,5  855
90° M16×1,5LH M16×1,5  470


